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1A3
A Visible Plasma

I. Alexeff, Fred Dyer and Mark Rader*

University of Tennessee

We have obtained a steady-state plasma with the
plasma frequency in the visible. Thus, in principle,
phenomena such as the roduction of electron plasma
oscillations can be observet visually. The plasma frequency
is given by,

I" \ cm /

"here ope is the plasma frequency (radiandsecond), e is the
electron charge (1.6 X coulomb), c, is the permittivity of
vacuum (8.85 Xlo 1 ' faradlmeter) and m, is the electron mass
(.91X1030 k 1 . Our contribution is in noting that metallic
cesium both %as a very low value of free electron density, n,
due to its bloated atomic size. and a large number of bound
electrons (54) that are polarizable and increase the value of P
to 1.4165 to. The low value of electron density alone rsu lk
in a plasma frequency corresnding to light at 3630 1 (the
ultra-violet), but addigcorres in the correction to e<j results in a
wavelengh of 4320 %, which is in the blue. We have
succeede in photographing the blue l i h t enetrating above
the cutoff at o. We note that R. # W&dl ?tates in his
book, Physical &tics, that 'The case of caesium IS especially
interesting as its re'on of high transparency begins in the
visible violet, and f h s of the proper thickness transmit
light of a rich violet color as deep and pure as that
transrmtted by a strong solution of cuprammonium or dense
cobalt glass". Wood finds an experimental cutoff frequency
of 4400 A, but does not correlate this number with plasma
effects. Further applications will be discussed.

*Work supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
Contract #AFOSR-86-0100.

1. Robert W. Wood, "Physical Optics", (Dover, New York,
1967). page 560.

1A4
Laboratory Hodel of WaveKurrent Wiws Launched by
Rapidly Hovino: Conductors in Hannetoqlas>!s

R. L. Stenzel and J. H. Urrutia, Universlty of
California, Department of Physics, Los Angeles.
CA 90024-1547.

The current system set up by charged conductors
moving rapidly through a magnetized plasma prcsents
a problem of fundamental interest in space and
laboratory plasmas (electrodynamic tethers, large
space stations, beam injections, railguns, etc.).
Classical theoretical models predict that the
current col1ecteWemitted by a moving electrode
uill flou along a uing-like structure due to the
combined motion of the electrode across &, and the
current propagation along b by Alfven uaves
(Alfv6n uings).l First laboratory experiments on
the penetration of currents in magnetized plasmas
revealed that rapid current perturbations (At <<
ufcj> from small-scale electrodes (d < rci =
vi/wci1 propagate at the e!ectron uhistler uave
speed rather than the Alfven speed.z The present
uork extends the investigation of stationary
electrodes uith pulsed currents to the case of an
electrode moving rapidly across B, arid collecting
effectively a dc current.

Since it is not possible to physically move the
electrode at a speed comparable to a uhistler uave
(v 2 10 cm/sec) we move the electrode in SMll
increments across Bo and drau current pulses of
duration and time delays commensurate with a
continuous electrode motion and dc current (v =
&/At). For each electrode position the magnetic
field perturbation 6Bi is neasured. Linear
sujm-position of the individual uavelets yields the
resultant field of the moving electrode. The
validity of the superposition principle has been
checked vith tuo separate electrodes. Happing the
field/current structure (2 = V x H> in a plane uith
axes along and across b reveals that a current
chaiiitel trailing at an angle 0 uith respect to the
electrode motion (tan0 * Vuave/Velectro&) is

excited. The current uings broaden uith distance
from the electrode due to the dispersion properties
of uhistlers. Extrapolating the laboratory
observations to satellites in space the current
uings uill be nearly field-aligned (vuave )>
vsacecraf 1. Nonlinear effects observed in the
lakratory5 will lead to non-stationary uhistler
uir~gs.

Work supported by NSF grants ATH87-02793, PHY87-
13029, and UERG W880907.
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1A5
Modified rlrotron-aoouatio and lowur-
hybrid drift dissipa,tive instability in a
iwi>-«al«utron Ivmveraturo vluaaa.

Mridul Borne,
Physics Department,
Indian Institute of Technolow,
New Dslhi-ll0016,UJ~A.

It in often found, in fusion devices
us null as in thr auroral ionoriphecs,
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that the electrons consist of two
distinct group. viz.. hot and cold.
These two-temperature electron model is
sometimes convienient for analytical
purposes. Thus we have considered a two-
lumpurbture electron plcrama.

The drift Jiuaiputive instability
was first introduoed by Timofaev (1963)
and Kudvmtsev (1963). For fully ionized
dense plasma, Moiseev and Sagdeev (1963)
stiowod the oocurrence of suoh un
L1rutubility.

In 1970, Arefev studied the ion-
drift. the' eleotron-acoustic and the
lower-hybrid wave under the aonditions
WCI <W<Wcr , kVoi<<kzVor<W and W<kUVoi for
a non-dissipative homogeneous plasma.
Mohan and Yu (1983) have extended these
studies in a dissipative and
Aritiomvysneous plasma and oouoludad that
tho uleotron-aoouetio wave oannot yrow
whurwa tho lowtsr-hybrid wave uwi yron iii

In thtu gupur, WO huve
urralytically the drift diusiputive
instabilities of modified electron-
ucoustio and lower-hybrid wave in a two-
ultretron tornperature plaemu. It ia found
11 raL Lho modified oleotron-irooustio drift
disoipative mode have strongly dependent
on the number density of cold electrons.
From the expression of the growth rate,
it is clear that these cold electrons can
oontrol the growth of this mode a8 well,
UuL in the oaae of Lower-hybrid
drift-diuoipativs modo WQ found that it
lo rroarly uiralYaotod by Ll~oao oold
oloutroiropao l

1A6
On the So-called First-Order Magnetic Pumping

by Sawtooth-Waveform Magnetic Variations

Joseph E. Borovsky' and Paul J. Hansen'

1 Space Plasma Physics Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory

2 Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Iowa

A periodic sawtooth wave consists of a slow ramp up followed

by a fast drop down. The heating of plasmas by sawtooth-waveform

magnetic-induction variations is examined with the use of analytic

solutions to the magnetic-pumping problem, numerical solutions to

a pair of coupled partial differential equations that describe mag-

netic pumping, and computer simulations of magnetically pumped

plasmas. The sawtooth variations are divided into two classifica-

tions: (1) "adiabatic-drop sawtooths" in which the first adiabatic

invariants of the plasma particles are conserved during the drops

and (2) *ultrafast-drop sawtooths" in which the first adiabatic in-

variants are not conserved during the drops.

For the adiabatic-drop sawtooths, the magnetic pumping is

found to be only half as efficient at heating plasmas as Alfven's orig-

inal quare-wave magnetic pumping'. For small-amplitude mag-

netic variations, this pumping is a second-order process.

For the ultrafast-drop sawtooths, the plasma heating rate is

found to depend on the location within the plasma device, even for

devices with uniform magnetic fields and uniform magnetic-field

variations. This means that a proper calculation of plasma heating

by ultrafast-drop sawtooths is a difficult task.

The impracticality of using either form of sawtooth magnetic

pumping for heating magnetically confined fusion plasmas is pointed

out.

1 H. Alfven, Phys. Rev., 17, 375, 1950.

1A7
Observation of Strong Oscillations in an Expanding
Plasma

G. Hairapetian and R. L. Stenzel, University of
California, Department of Physics, Los Angeles, CA
90029-1547

Strong oscillations ( f a k f 200 KHz) of plasma
potential (A+/kTe = 2 - 4yand density (An/n =
.2 - .S) are observed in a two-electron-population
plasma (fpi *_1 MHz) which is expanding into vacuum
(p 9 1.0 x 10 Torr) along an external magnetic
field (B = 0 - SOG).% During the expansion, ions
are accelerated to very high energies (1/2 M^v >
110 eV). The oscillations which vanish in the
absence of the magnetic field, increase in
amplitude and frequency with an increase in the
mgnetic field and saturate at B = 35 G.
Preliminary observations indicate that the
oscillations exists only in the presence of a cross-
field electric field which self-consistently
develops. The magnitude ( 0 - 2 V/cn) and direction
of the electric field is a sensitive function of
background neutral pressure and the magnetic field.

A two-probe correlation measurement was
performed to determine the wavenmber of the
dominant mode in the observed oscillations.
Initial results indicate that th at
lengths are very long (L > 10 cm) along the
magnetic field, and relatively short (e = 1 cm) in
the azimuthal direction.

1. G. Hairapetian and R. 1.. Stenzel, Phys. Rev.
Lett 6l. 1607 (1988).
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PLASMA SHEATH MODELING NEAR AN

ICRF FARADAY SHIELD*

J. H. Whealton, R. J. Raridon, and P. M. Ryan
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